
White Waltham vs HURLEY 1XI – 1st August 2009 

 WHITE WALTHAM 
G Pugh c Akhtar b Cole 3 

E Budge b Cole 6 

C Metherall lbw Hussain 76 

A Elliott b Hussain 12 

S Cole c Moore b Akhtar 2 

A West c Day b Akhtar 0 

A Sharma c Hussain b A Ridgeway 20 

R West Not Out 32 

C Long lbw Hussain 11 

J Ellis Not Out 3  

 Extras 23 

 Total 185-8 

 

M Cole  15-0-65-2 N Akhtar 7-1-21-2 

A Ridgeway 11-4-30-1 T Balchin 4-1-15-0 

F Hussain 15-5-34-3  

 

HURLEY 
P Ridgeway c Metherall b R West 8  

D Simoes b A West 4 

T Moore Not Out 39 

N Akhtar b A West 4 

D Forrest b Gibson 0  

P Todd b A West 1 

D Day b A West 4 

F Hussain Not Out 1 

T Balchin 

A Ridgeway 

M Cole 

 Extras 5 

 Total 66-6 

 

The miserable summer continues and so does Hurley’s decline as they clung on to a match ruined by 

rain and bad light. With rain promised for later in the afternoon, Hurley skipper Mike Cole chose to field 

in the hope of picking up early wickets and bonus points. His decision looked sound as the dangerous 

Gareth Pugh ballooned the second ball of the innings to square leg. Cole (2-65) followed this up by 

removing Ed Budge (6) as the home side declined to 17-2. Chris Metherall (76) survived a few early 

scares before building a solid innings in the conditions to provide the back bone to Waltham’s 185-8. 

His partnership with Sharma (20) of 49 for the 6th wicket proved pivotal in turning the innings from a 

precarious 58-5 to a platform of 107 before Alex Ridgeway (1-30) had Sharma brilliantly caught by 

Hussain at extra cover. Richard West (32not) and Metherall then supervised the late order slog as 

Waltham added 77 in the last 14 overs. Farook Hussain (3-34) applied some much needed control but 

could not prevent the home side posting 185-8 from their full allotment of 52 overs as rain clouds 

gathered. 

 

The decision not to put out the covers at tea looked flawed as a downpour sent the home side 

scurrying for the protection. A short delay in resumption followed and then the decision to use the old 

ball and two spinners had Phil Ridgeway (8) back in the pavilion before persistent rain reduced the 

match by 17 overs and a reluctant Hurley then had to resume their innings with 19 overs remaining 

requiring an absurd 173 to win. There could only be one winner. Waltham switched to seam 

immediately and in poor light brought on the rapid Ashley West (4-16). Not even his super human 

effort in so few overs could force a victory despite hitting the stumps four times. But a brilliant 39 not 

out from Tim Moore proved what a valuable asset he is to a fragile Hurley batting lacking in 

confidence and stickability. Hurley closed on 66-6 and an afternoon that proved what a mad game 

cricket can be. 


